Hello Gerald,

Good speaking with you. I seem to be missing the document from Mr. LaRouche you mentioned you were sending.

Listen Gerald, let’s not beat around the bush...

I have refrained from all donations or signing petitions since I am convinced there are no legitimate agencies or agents that are legitimately acting or speaking for the American people...of which I am one. And as you partially concurred, if you want my support you too will need to convince the LaRouche group of players and all other real American supporters of our heritage to quit the BS and tell the damned truth...

Flat out Gerald, I am not interested in playing nice with pretenders. People who are impostors no different from the 545 impostors pretend to be members of our legitimate government. But what I am interested in is actively participating in calling on responsible organizations like LaRouche to reveal the true nature of our situation and stop supporting the subversive narrative and manipulation by the swamp dwellers and
We see this every day...more BS and fraud.

the “Deep State.”

To accomplish that objective, LaRouche and any other respectable American organizations and groups must take on the fraud and deception created and promoted directly by the various associated member organizations of the DEEP STATE and propagandized and distributed by all media agents which are committing treason against the American people.

Do you hear me Gerald? Am I communicating effectively?

On Aug 10, 2017, at 2:59 PM, Gerald Pechenuk <cities12345678@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Arnie, Please read and sign. Breaking this phony Russia Hacked the DNC BIG LIE is key to saving the nation!!

Thanks, Gerald Pechenuk

Contact: Gerald Pechenuk at cities12345678@gmail.com or 323-210-9483

Petition to President Donald Trump
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20500

Click to Sign here http://action.larouchepac.com/trump_investigate_british_subversion?recruiter_id=175795

Lyndon LaRouche has stated that with respect to the ongoing fraudulent Russiagate scandal directed at President Trump, “The American people must demand that the ongoing treasonous British coup against the Presidency, and the nation itself, be stopped and the perpetrators prosecuted and imprisoned.”

We, the undersigned, agree with that statement and the following:

1  The Veterans Intelligence Professionals for Sanity (VIPS) has presented
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2 There is abundant evidence in the record showing that British institutions and agencies conducted a concerted attack on candidate and now President Donald Trump in order to influence and then reverse the U.S. election result. The actions of “former” MI6 agent Christopher Steele and his firm Orbis Business Intelligence—involved in creating false and salacious accusations against the president after being paid over $1,000,000 by supporters of Hillary Clinton—are fruitful targets for investigation, as are actions of GCHQ (the British NSA). If British interference is shown by a new special prosecutor’s investigation, the “special relationship” between the United States and Great Britain should be cancelled in all respects.

In the words of LaRouche, “Cancel the British system. Save the people.”

Click to Sign here http://action.larouchepac.com/trump_investigate_british_subversion?recruiter_id=175795

Sign and then share with friends!! Thanks, Gerald

Please see below just some of those who pretend to be on the right side of the issues. And perhaps to some extent they are…

But please tell me how any legitimate action to really fix the problems of the over-thrown government of the American be people by deception, fraud and treason, can be accomplished when the true source of our problems remain deliberately hidden?

And the members of the 545 are the guilty ones. 545 – the impostors responsible

So to make sure there is no misunderstanding…
Let this message be a direct challenge to the LaRouche Group…

Take off the gloves…
You want my support you will have to earn it!

As you well know, we have been engaged in a great war for control of our minds and souls by unscrupulous people playing us for the fools we have become…I am the perfect example…

◆ **20SEP16-** Yes..I admit to being the biggest fool…

◆ **We continue to be fooled…** Have we learned nothing? Utah Delegation seeks to restore local control of law enforcement

◆ **26SEP16-there-are-those-who-are-not-fooled**
An Even Bigger Fool

See the typical BS organizations which promote garbage—mostly propaganda. The intent…Collect revenue. But for what purpose?

From: CalWatchdog.com <info@calwatchdog.com>
Subject: CalPERS' divestment goals in crosshairs as coal stocks soar
Date: August 10, 2017 at 10:45:29 AM PDT
To: <arnie@arnierosner.com>
Reply-To: CalWatchdog.com <info@calwatchdog.com>
CalPERS’ divestment goals in crosshairs as coal stocks soar –
CalWatchdog.com
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Breaking News

CalPERS’ divestment goals in crosshairs as coal stocks soar

By STEVEN GREENHUT

SACRAMENTO – A newly released report from the California Public Employees’ Retirement System confirms that, fulfilling the Legislature’s directive to divest from coal-related investments, the pension fund has now largely exited from coal stocks. But as news reports this week suggest, this “socially responsible” investment policy has come at a price, as coal stocks soar under the Trump administration’s fossil-fuel-oriented energy policy.

The Public Divestiture of Thermal Coal Companies Act of 2015 required CalPERS to “identify, engage and potentially divest from companies meeting the definition of ‘thermal coal companies.’” The pension fund was directed to do so “consistent with its fiduciary responsibilities,” providing some wiggle room for the fund, whose primary duty is to maximize investment returns to make good on its public-employee pension obligations.
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From: "Frank Schubert" <info@nationformarriage.org>
Subject: FW: Congress Must Act
Date: August 10, 2017 at 10:24:49 AM PDT
To: Arnie <arnie@arnierosner.com>
Reply-To: info@nationformarriage.org
THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 2017

Marriage Supporter — I'm writing to follow up on Brian's email from Monday (see below) concerning the urgent need to push Congress to introduce legislation to protect people of faith from governmental persecution for living out the truth of marriage in their daily lives and at work. The First Amendment Defense Act needs to be introduced to provide that protection. Without it, faith-based nonprofit groups, small businesses, churches, pastors and priests, schools, charities and individuals will continue to be subject to targeting by government officials whenever they do not embrace the extreme agenda of LGBT activists and the left.

Brian has asked each of us to do two things to push this legislation. I hope you will act on both of his requests.

First, please support the National Organization for Marriage with an immediate financial contribution. The plain fact is that we need to raise additional resources to push Congress and the Trump administration to provide the protection they have repeatedly promised.

Second, please contact your member of Congress to ask him or her to introduce and support the First Amendment Defense Act. You can click on this link to look up your Representative in Congress. (You'll have to enter your zip code).
On Aug 10, 2017, at 2:50 PM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:

No Virginia...there is no legitimate government

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Aug 10, 2017, at 8:37 AM, Virginia Aycock <aycockg@icloud.com> wrote:
Dear Arnie,

Thank you for your strong comments about how the American people are being so duped by criminal Congress, et al, at http://www.thepostemail.com/2017/07/26/fitzpatrick-dispatches-treason-complaint-special-counsel-mueller-ag-sessions/

I’m a regular reader of Consortiumnews.com and I highly recommend that you take a look and make your
strong comments there along with multiple other very bright investigative journalists and commentators. What you have to say is so needed. Now, why is it I’m just hearing about Fitzpatrick’s suit against Mueller when it was filed in late July? Hope it hasn’t been buried by DoJ and MSM.

Again, thank you.

Virginia

Gerald…

There must be thousands of pacts and other types of funding activities all attempting to sucker-punch the trusting American people who have no clue that for the most part people who make claims and ask for donations are mostly acting in fraud and misrepresentation.

These are crimes Gerald. Crimes not politics…is Larouche caught up in that?

Crimes punishable by a system of law which recognizes true justice. The current system is being imposed upon the people by deception and fraud. It is unlawful and it too has been implemented with no full disclosure or the consent of the governed…
Legal System – NULL AND VOID! – Rules NOT Laws –

Propaganda

So to help convince me you are real…

To convince me you are worthy of the support you seek…

We need to see LaRouche demonstrate with real tangible evidence of courage and the tenacity required to restore “HONOR,” in our American society.

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com